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Circulated Version of the Plan

Plan was circulated in an email

● Anyone who is interested, please let us know
● Forwarding it to other interested people is fine, 

please do not post the draft publicly
● Ask us for the overleaf document to add 

comments!
● We will post this to the archive after the next set of 

updates (~Jan 16th)

Thanks to everyone who already sent in comments!

● And those of you that have tried to get your 
communities to comment!



Framing - S&C Gaps

● Do this properly cover the 
major gaps between now and 
the start of Run 4, 5+?

● Do this align with experiment 
priorities?

○ ATLAS, CMS, LHCb
● In one way or the other, we’d 

like to hang all the activities of 
IRIS-HEP 2.0 off of these 
gaps



Strategic Areas of Activity



Analysis Systems

● Focus:
○ User Experience: AGC as a testbed, adding sys uncertainties
○ Integration of ML into the Analysis Pipeline: an analysis sub-iteration loop (train, tweek, train, 

analysis, tweek, train)
○ Analysis Reinterpretation: REANA and other tools, deeper integration with new tools
○ Fully Differentiable Analysis Pipeline: tools, interface, study of performance gains

Analysis Systems (AS) builds the tools, libraries, and pipelines 
that empower a physicist to transform an experiment’s 

production data for physics results.



Analysis Systems - Comments

● OG: Make sure that we tie the skills 
learned using this ecosystem to people’s 
job prospects in industry

● OG: Better tie in of how we will deal with 
underlying hardware of analysis facilities 
and their optimization in this context

● OG: What are the current/planned 
activities for improving ML integration?

● KB: Is the limiting factor for completing an 
analysis computing or experiment review 
processes and procedures

●

● KB: Make sure the tools are in good shape 
- many people will only use a subset, 
integration is important, but is not a 
be-all-end-all



Reconstruction and Trigger Algorithms

● Focus
○ Data Structure Optimization - for use with co-processors 

and CPUs
○ Incorporating Abstract Libraries - low level (like kokkos, 

matrix calc, etc.) to continue to take advantage of HW 
improvements over lifetime of HL-LHC

○ Timing & Memory Optimization
○ Exposing Parallelism - for both CPU’s and GPU’s
○ ML for Tracking
○ Integration and Validation - getting the code into the 

experiment’s production reco and trigger

Amongst the online trigger and offline 
reconstruction algorithms, the most 

resource intensive ones are the tracking 
algorithms: algorithms that together 

identify where charged particles have 
traversed the inner part of the detector 

and their kinematic properties. … 
Despite being the focus of continuous 

research during Run 1 and Run 2 of 
LHC, the compute needs of traditional 

approaches continue to increase rapidly 
with increased event complexity and 

require significant innovation.



Reconstruction and Trigger Algorithms - Comments

● OG: Excellent place to add connections 
with HEP-CCE

● General: Streamline the number of focus 
areas

● OG: Missing reference to data structures 
and optimization

● KB: ACTS can be used everywhere, but is 
only used by ATLAS, mkfit, etc., is only in 
CMS - unavoidable?



Translational AI

Focus:

● Bringing research from the AI community to the HL-LHC - building a self-sustaining 
pipeline from foundational AI research into the hands of the HL-LHC physicist

● Improving the HL-LHC’s interaction with the AI Research Community - Making our data 
and problems more accessible to the AI research community

● Sustainable AI at the HL-LHC - making sure the AI we do employ will remain well tuned 
and trained for the life of the HL-LHC

A dedicated effort in Translational AI will increase 
adoption of promising new techniques and reduce 

the time and effort needed to deploy these 
solutions in the experiments.



Translational AI - Comments

● OG: This section is fairly abstract and 
needs more discussion of concrete 
projects

● OG: Series of blueprints is rather 
ambitious (too much?)

● OG: Translation fundamental AI work to 
HL-LHC experiments

● KB: How do we decide what aspects of 
this fit into the budget envelope? How to 
prioritize this work vs other aspects of the 
institute?



DOMA

Focus

● Scaling up data volumes to HL-LHC - bulk data transfer infrastructure, from 
benchmarking to replacement and improvement

● Technology Transition for bulk-data movement - tokens, IPv6
● Delivering data to analysis facilities
● Integration Point - DOMA + AS + SSL in a single institute allow us to build out 

coherent prototypes

Feed these numbers into the current resource requirement modeling and already the disk 
requirements needed outpace the fixed-budget scenario. The problems compound, 

however, once one takes into account this data must be moved about the shared national 
cyberinfrastructure, analyzed at much higher data rates than today at facilities, and done 

using common infrastructure to reduce sustainability costs



DOMA - Comments

● OG: More information on how data is 
delivered to AF’s

● OG: Where does integrating new columns 
into existing datasets fit?

● OG: XROOT and its future evolution and 
development - how do we build a proper 
community?

●



Facilities R&D

Focus:

● Evolving Infrastructure for Next Generation T2 and T3’s - The T2 and T3 will 
transform the historic roles in the WLCG computing hierarchy (to a blended 
architecture)

● Distributed Infrastructure Management - Managing distributed facilities 
centrally

● Integration with Production Services (Run 3) - using Run 3 as a test bed

…activities related to the exploration and innovation of systems, 
services and physical infrastructure that provide platforms suitable 
for HL-LHC service environments and runtime ecosystems.



Facilities R&D - Comments

● KB: We should be modernizing T2’s and 
T3’s regardless of the HL-LHC - it isn’t 
really the driver here - and we should be 
doing it with or without IRIS-HEP.

● KB: Things like shared T3’s - these are 
ATLAS concepts - will CMS be interested?

○ Same for metrics section



Fabric of distributed high-throughput computing services

Focus

● Rise of the container-native facilities - “Cloud native” is a generational 
change, how to pull facilities that are ready along?

● Increasing the diversity of hardware resources - x86, CPU’s, ARM
● Integration with HPC, ML, and non-WLCG resources - No longer dedicated 

GRID resources only - how best to make them accessible to our field
● Operating Production Services - OSG-LHC



Training and Workforce Development

Focus:

● Basic Curriculum - partnering with HSF, following carpentries model, build out
● Expert-level workshops and mentoring - aimed at people working on 

reconstruction, etc. Some elements exist, but needs to be made sustainable

People are the key to successful 
software. People, working together, 
across disciplines and experiments, 
over several generations, will be the 
critical foundation underlying 
sustainable software.



Training and Workforce Development

● DK: Introduce career paths when talking 
about expert level workshops

● DK: Sharper focus on sustainable software 
development

● KB: Format does not match



LHCb/Run 5

Focus:

● GNN’s for PV finding - LHCb’s operating environment is well suited to the 
study of this, and some of its algorithms are being ported (e.g. ACTS)

● Modern GPU Hardware - NVidia tensor cores for matrix multiplication - how 
can we use them better?

Comments

● Format does not match

Extending several aspects of the software infrastructure will be important for LHCb 
in Run 4 and critical for Run 5, and may serve as models or starting points for 

software that is valuable to other experiments during the HL-LHC era.



Grand Challenges



Analysis Grand Challenge

The AGC aims to execute a realistic analysis at the scale and complexity envisioned by the 
HL-LHC using a set of tools, facilities, and services developed within IRIS-HEP as an 
exemplar. The AGC team coordinates an annual workshop to demonstrate current progress 
against the goals and to update the vision and approach as necessary.
● A goal of IRIS-HEP is to help democratize science: anyone, associated with an 

experiment or not, can re-implement analysis pipelines with the tools and workflows of 
their choice.

● Systematic Uncertianties, ML Services, Differentiable Analysis, Data Delivery, Data 
Management, Coffea-Casa, Scaling



Data Grand Challenge

The DGC for IRIS-HEP is realized as a set of global data challenges coordinated with the 
WLCG. These challenges, occurring biennially, bring the entire global community together to 
demonstrate aggregate transfer data rates and compare what is currently achievable with 
the HL-LHC roadmap. These challenges also provide an opportunity for integrating new 
technologies being worked on by DOMA into the production infrastructure.
● The velocity of data is the more vexing issue as the data must be moved over shared network resources 

(implying coordination and resource management with multiple providers) and the technology stacks 
select must be interoperable with a global set of facilities.

● Dynamic engineered network paths, tokens, IPv6
● Collaborations: OSG, ESNet



Data Grand Challenge - Comments

● KB: Has a community as vital as the AGC 
been built around this?



Training Grand Challenge

To tackle the challenges of the HL-LHC, we need a 
workforce with broad software knowledge, spanning from 
basic programming skills to highly specialized training. The 
TGC defines a roadmap to efficiently scale up training 
activities and provide adequate training to create the 
software-skilled workforce that will realize HL-LHC science.
● Democratizing science with standardized 

prerequisites, scaling up training for intermediate and 
advanced topics, establishing career paths for 
developers

● Building a community of educators, sustainable 
training material, 



Training Grand Challenge - Comments

● KB: Has a community as vital as the AGC 
been built around this?

● KB: How is this a GC as opposed to the 
regular work that is being done? Are there 
integrative aspects to this?


